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INTRODUCTION

¡ Cryptocurrency and non-fungible tokens are rapidly emerging digital 
assets with unique tax considerations and issues 
¡ Awareness of the tax ramifications associated with cryptocurrency/NFT 

investments and dispositions is a necessity for advising clients with these 
holdings

¡ Developing expertise in these emerging areas provides advisors for 
practice expansion opportunities

¡ Cryptocurrency/NFT holdings often have multinational aspects; in these 
circumstances familiarity with American-side international tax rules (and 
information reporting requirements) is also needed
¡ Most digital asset tax rules to date draw parallels from existing rules for 

assets bearing similarities to digital assets



BACKGROUND ON CRYPTOCURRENCY AND 
NFTS

¡ In its most simplified form, cryptocurrency – also commonly 
referenced as virtual currency - is legal tender operating in a 
decentralized fashion

¡ Bitcoin is considered the first decentralized cryptocurrency; rather 
than being managed by a central authority, each decentralized 
cryptocurrency’s validity is evidenced by what is called a blockchain

¡ Blockchains are lists of records for a cryptocurrency which enable 
recording of transactions between parties in a verifiable fashion



BACKGROUND ON CRYPTOCURRENCY AND 
NFTS

¡ Virtual currency gives users an ability to barter without need for 
involvement by a third-party institution
¡ Self-validating insofar as an ongoing chain of proof-of-work exists, which forms a 

digital record for the asset

¡ Use of encryption technologies means that cryptocurrencies function both as 
a currency and as a virtual accounting system

¡ Cryptocurrency is managed by peer-to-peer networks of computers running 
free, open-source software
¡ Crypto asset blockchain is distributed across participants of the currency’s entire 

network

¡ Individuals/participants have complete control over their assets – open 
network, with no third party (financial institution/government) with override 
abilities



BACKGROUND ON CRYPTOCURRENCY AND 
NFTS

¡ Virtually all cryptocurrencies are validated by some form of blockchain –
transaction validation most often done by businesses/individuals who 
pool resources, given the amount of computing power/etc. required (and 
associated competition to validate)

¡ In exchange for their blockchain work re: transaction validation/ledger 
maintenance, the network rewards participants with digital currency

¡ Fees offered for transaction “mining”

¡ Transactions with cryptocurrency are based around the user’s unique 
address, comprised of a public and private key

¡ Funds are sent to a user via use of their public key; private key is used 
when sending funds to another user



BACKGROUND ON CRYPTOCURRENCY AND 
NFTS

¡ Cryptocurrency is often maintained in wallets – can be held in hardware 
of software wallets

¡ Software wallets can be held on a local computer, a mobile app, or online.  
Exchange wallets also exist; these are wallets stored on a cryptocurrency 
exchange 

¡ Paper wallets are available, allowing funds to be saved offline

¡ The blockchain process involves “mining” of transactions - miners 
function to confirm transactions, thereby acting to protect validity and 
ensure that transactions are not forged

¡ For their services, the miners receive a token of the cryptocurrency 
(compensating them for the work provided)



BACKGROUND ON CRYPTOCURRENCY AND 
NFTS

¡ Non-fungible tokens (NFTs) are cryptographic assets on a blockchain 
with unique identification codes and metadata

¡ Ownership and transfer of NFTs are registered online and are verifiable

¡ Some NFTs incorporate “royalty” agreements whereby the initial 
creator shares in profits when assets are resold

¡ Cryptocurrencies are “fungible” tokens – they are distinct assets, so 
cannot be “traded” at equivalent values in the same fashion

¡ Non-fungible tokens useful for things like gaming - games are launched 
on blockchain, thereby permitting them to be anchored by digital assets; 
the digital assets are typically NFTs both for uniqueness and security 
purposes, with each NFT being a one-of-a-kind token with unique value



BACKGROUND ON CRYPTOCURRENCY AND 
NFTS

¡ Ability exists for virtual currency/digital asset transactions to be 
“traced” and associated with their underlying users – i.e., Internal 
Revenue Service has used analysis tools to associate 
cryptocurrency holdings/associated gains with taxpayers

¡ Service has also previously served a summons on Coinbase seeking 
information on U.S. taxpayers who conducted virtual currency 
transactions from 2013-2015 through its system



POLL QUESTION #2

¡ True of False – “Miners” can engage in blockchain transactions 
where they are compensated in cryptocurrency for services 
provided.



CRYPTOCURRENCY AND NFTS – TAX 
GUIDANCE

¡ Given the new/emerging nature of digital assets, Service guidance as to 
tax implications is relatively sparse; primary guidance to date comes 
from Notice 2014-21
¡ Frequently asked questions also are published by the Service; current 

FAQ have 46 questions answered

¡ Virtual currency that has an equivalent value in “real” currency (per 
Service wording), or that acts as a substitute for “real” currency, is 
referred to as convertible virtual currency
¡ Not every cryptocurrency/digital asset is a convertible virtual currency

¡ Under FAQs, “virtual currency” includes digital currency or any other 
asset having the characteristics of a virtual currency

¡ “Real” currency – the coin and paper money of a country



CRYPTOCURRENCY AND NFTS – TAX 
GUIDANCE

¡ Notice 2014-21: convertible virtual currency is treated as 
property for federal income tax purposes

¡ Bitcoin is specifically mentioned in the guidance and is a focus of 
analysis

¡ Section 4 of Notice 2014-21 provides 16 questions and answers 
on virtual currency

¡ Notice gives (brief) background on virtual currency, and provides a 
scope for the Notice

¡ Public comments solicited within Notice



CRYPTOCURRENCY AND NFTS – TAX 
GUIDANCE

Notice 2014-21

¡ Q1: general rule of property treatment for virtual currency, with 
rules applicable to property (i.e. gain on disposition)

¡ Q2: no foreign currency gain or loss results from transactions 
(since treated as property rather than currency)

¡ Q3: if receiving virtual currency for goods or services, the FMV as 
of the date of receipt is included in gross income

¡ Q4: when receiving virtual currency for goods or services, basis is 
FMV as of date of receipt



CRYPTOCURRENCY AND NFTS – TAX 
GUIDANCE

Notice 2014-21
¡ Q5: FMV determination for virtual currency looks to its effective 

conversion rate at time of receipt, incorporating exchange rate values if 
actively traded on a verifiable exchange

¡ Q6: taxable gain results from the exchange of virtual currency for other 
property (if basis in virtual currency<FMV of property received; loss if 
basis>FMV of property received)

¡ Q7: character of gain/loss associated with transaction contingent on 
treatment as a capital asset
¡ Service cites “stocks, bonds, and other investment property” as capital 

assets; inventory and other property held for customers in a trade or 
business is not a capital asset



CRYPTOCURRENCY AND NFTS – TAX 
GUIDANCE

Notice 2014-21

¡ Q8: taxpayer mining virtual currency has income when earning currency 
as a result of that work

¡ Q9: if a non-employee taxpayer engages in a mining trade or business, 
income resulting from those activities constitute self-employment 
income and are subject to the self-employment tax

¡ Q10: independent contractor receiving virtual currency as compensation 
for personal services also has self-employment income

¡ Q11: employer paying virtual currency as remuneration for services 
constitutes wages for employment tax purposes



CRYPTOCURRENCY AND NFTS – TAX 
GUIDANCE

Notice 2014-21

¡ Q12: information reporting requirements applicable to virtual currency 
transactions

¡ Q13: person who in the course of a trade or business makes a payment 
using virtual currency worth $600 or more to an independent contractor 
for performing services is required to file an information returns 

¡ Q14: payments made using virtual currency are subject to backup 
withholding to the same extent as other payments made in property

¡ Q15: information reporting requirements apply for a person who settles 
payments made in virtual currency on behalf of merchants that accept virtual 
currency from their customers

¡ Q16: taxpayers can be subject to penalties for failures prior to Notice date



CRYPTOCURRENCY AND NFTS – TAX 
GUIDANCE

IRS FAQs re: Virtual Currency

¡ Q22: “hard fork” transactions (cryptocurrency undergoes a protocol 
change resulting in a permanent diversion from the legacy distributed 
ledger); if no new cryptocurrency received no taxable income

¡ Q23: if a hard fork results in new cryptocurrency, taxable income exists 
in the year of receipt

¡ See Revenue Ruling 2019-24

¡ Q28: if receiving cryptocurrency without a published value, value “is 
equal to the fair market value of the property or services exchanged for 
the cryptocurrency when the transaction occurs”



CRYPTOCURRENCY AND NFTS – TAX 
GUIDANCE

IRS FAQs re: Virtual Currency

¡ Q30: soft fork (when a distributed ledger undergoes a protocol change 
that does not result in a diversion of the ledger and thus does not result 
in the creation of a new cryptocurrency) does not create taxable income

¡ Q34: no income recognition if donating cryptocurrency to a charity

¡ Q35: charitable contribution deduction is generally equal to the fair 
market value of the virtual currency at the time of the donation if held 
for more than one year

¡ Q39-41: taxpayers holding multiple units of one kind of virtual currency 
can choose which units are deemed sold/exchanged if they can 
specifically identify the units; if not, FIFO used



POLL QUESTION #3

¡ Which of the following income types can result from 
cryptocurrency exchanges?

¡ Ordinary income

¡ Capital gains

¡ Foreign currency exchange gain

¡ Self-employment income



NFT TAXATION

¡ Internal Revenue Service has not specifically addressed taxation of NFTs 
in any issuance to date
¡ Given that NFTs are largely similar to cryptocurrency as digital assets 

(cryptocurrency being fungible), tax ramifications largely believed to 
parallel those for virtual currency

¡ That NFTs arguably carry greater “hallmarks” of property than 
traditional cryptocurrency assets buttresses the idea that Notice 2014-
21 (and associated virtual currency guidance) will govern NFT 
transactions
¡ Where a seller receives cryptocurrency for a NFT, subsequent 

conversion of that cryptocurrency to other property (i.e. cash) can 
carry tax consequences



NFT TAXATION

¡ On creation of a NFT, a creator likely bears no United States tax burden (as 
any imputed income from creation has yet to be subject to an income 
recognition event – i.e. sale of the asset)

¡ When a NFT is created and sold, the creator generally is required to report 
taxable income; in most circumstances, this income is not subject to capital gains 
rates if a taxpayer’s personal efforts created the asset

¡ Creator’s tax basis in NFTs is generally to be determined by reference to the 
creator’s costs and expenses in creating the asset

¡ As an intangible asset, a NFT cannot be amortized by the creator of the asset

¡ Additional revenues can be generated for the creator upon viewing of/access 
to the asset and subsequent sale; these transactions would also be expected 
to constitute taxable income



POLL QUESTION #4

¡ True or False – While distinct assets (in many ways) from virtual 
currency, NFT taxation is largely anticipated to follow general 
principles espoused by the Service for virtual currency and other 
digital assets.



CRYPTOCURRENCY/NFTS AND INTERNATIONAL 
TAX: INCOME SOURCING

¡ Income from the sale of non-depreciable personal property by a United 
States resident is sourced to the United States; personal property sold 
by a nonresident is sourced outside the United States
¡ The general sourcing rules apply to intangibles to the extent the 

payments in consideration of such sale are not contingent on the 
productivity, use, or disposition of the intangible

¡ For a U.S. resident (business or otherwise) maintaining an office or FPB 
outside the United States – income sourced outside the United States if 
attributable to the foreign office and if the income is subject to tax of at 
least 10% in a foreign country

¡ If a nonresident maintains an office or other fixed place of business in 
the United States, any sale of personal property attributable to the 
office or other fixed place of business is sourced to the United States



CRYPTOCURRENCY/NFTS AND INTERNATIONAL 
TAX: INCOME SOURCING

¡ For inventory property, sourcing generally follows the place 
where sale occurs

¡ Sales are considered completed at the time when (and the place 
where) the rights, title, and interest of the seller in the property are 
transferred to the buyer

¡ For intangible property generating income during its lifespan (i.e. if 
ongoing royalties are generated from the property), sourcing 
focuses on where the licensee (1) maintains the legal ability to use 
an intangible and (2) actually uses the intangible



FOREIGN INFORMATION REPORTING

¡ In late 2020, the Financial Crimes Enforcement Network (FinCEN) 
issued guidance covering current and prospective FBAR reporting 
requirements through Notice 2020-2

¡ Notice 2020-2: At present, “a foreign account holding virtual currency is 
not reportable on the FBAR (unless it is a reportable account… because 
it holds reportable assets besides virtual currency)” because current 
FBAR regulations do not designate a foreign account holding virtual 
currency as a type of reportable account

¡ Notice also provides, however, that FinCEN “intends to propose to 
amend the regulations implementing the Bank Secrecy Act (BSA) 
regarding reports of foreign financial accounts (FBAR) to include 
virtual currency as a type of reportable account.”



FOREIGN INFORMATION REPORTING

¡ Title 26 reporting (and prospective FBAR reporting): evaluating virtual 
currency in the context of these requirements can be difficult given the 
newness of the cryptocurrency concept: it is not the type of asset for 
which the forms were designed, but is the type of asset for which 
reporting obligations could fall within form requirements

¡ Likely that applicability of foreign reporting requirements hinge on how 
virtual currency is stored by its holder (and the party designated as 
holder/owner of assets)

¡ For cryptocurrency stored online with a provider based overseas in a 
structure tantamount to an account, finding a reportable interest is 
much more likely than, for example, with a local wallet



RETROACTIVE DISCLOSURE OPTIONS

¡ The Service has provided limited options for taxpayers holding digital 
assets who have failed to properly report them for income tax purposes

¡ Assorted exposures exist – failure to pay penalty, fraud, etc.

¡ Where willfulness can be demonstrated, tax crime exposures can exist

¡ Form 1040 now specifically references virtual currency holdings/gains –
signifying (in conjunction with prior Service efforts to obtain 
information) its relevance to the Service

¡ Service has begun sending warning letters to cryptocurrency holders



RETROACTIVE DISCLOSURE OPTIONS

¡ Voluntary Disclosure Program: in 2022, the Service made crypto-specific 
revisions to Form 14457, used by taxpayers to request preclearance for 
voluntary disclosures
¡ Part I now specifically addresses whether the disclosing taxpayer holds 

cryptocurrency or has engaged in virtual currency transactions

¡ Instructions also add information on virtual currency reporting

¡ Open Question – will other disclosure options be given for clients without 
(significant) criminal risk?
¡ Virtual currency a hot topic – possible to prospectively see programs like 

the Streamlined Program for international tax issues or expansion of 
existing programs to directly cover digital assets
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